Zoom meeting schedule

WITH MANY OFFERING TO PAY MORE FOR THE FREE
ZOOM FEATURE OF MEETINGS ENDING AFTER 45
MINUTES
AND THE REALLY GREAT ZOOM WEBINAR FEATURE OF
HAVING TO LAUGH AT YOUR OWN JOKES

13:00 – 13:05 waiting for everyone to appear
(same person always late) to see who is brave
enough to put their video on
13:05 – 13:10 seascapes appear as someone
discovers their virtual backgrounds
13.10 -13:15 people disappear and reappear and
ask for repeats of what has been said
13:15- 13:20 extreme close up of someone eating
breakfast with background orchestra of dogs
barking
13:20 – 13:30 everyone moves their laptops
around to show their dogs, cats and guinea pigs
13.30 – 13-40 meeting agenda takes place with
simultaneous child minding
13:40-13:45 – goodbyes to go supervise school
work

Extremely emotive topic – many varying views – balancing payments today with tomorrow’s needs
What can we do now in terms of current legislation, without exemptions?
1.

Section 19(4) loans by fund to employer - “in the best interest of the fund”

2.

Surplus accounts with a positive balance:
(a) employer contribution holiday
(b) to avoid retrenchments

3. Preservation funds – one withdrawal

4. Real situations of changes in work contracts (employee to contractor)
5. Retrenchments and terminations of employment

With exemptions – housing loans
Notes

Housing loans – possible abuse
Pension monies can be attached once paid out of funds (Moreau SCA recent case)

Not really a legal issue, as much as lawyers like to think it is ☺
Where there is a will there is a legal way!
Is there a political will?
Publically – very little to go on but doesn’t seem to be

CALLS TO TREASURY
• Trade unions and others
• Alleviate tax

• Loans to members
• Paying out benefits (e.g. covid benefit)
• Almost all need changes to legislation or exemptions

• But is there political will? It has to come from Government first
(Regulator will follow – in my view whether legislative or exemptions)

OR
You can take a (larger) loan

Can take specified amount out

Against your fund credit

If you are an affected saver

US CARES EXAMPLE
But have to pay the tax

Three years to pay it back

(severely paraphrased and
simplified)

Subject to limitations

If you default its treated like it was
paid out and taxed

Sometimes have to take a loan before
a payout

IF THERE IS POLITICAL WILL… BENEFIT PAYMENT
Subject to criteria (e.g. unemployment, reduced work, reduced income,
etc - like Australia’s early release scheme or US Cares Act)
Do we require it of all funds? Mandatory to amend rules or allow payments e.g. as Australia did
(less risky for boards) OR
Do we leave it up to funds and their boards to decide? You can do it if you decide to (more risky for boards)
Similar to boards being left to decide which employers and employees are in financial distress (contributions)

To tax or not to tax?

Liquidity of assets (how much is expected to leave funds?)

And how much warning do funds need?

Sanlam statistics

Pointed to Statistics SA – 51,7% of people
who reported income reduction have
looked at accessing retirement savings

16% of members have requested access to
their retirement savings

50% of members have fund values that
are less than R50 000
95% of members – retirement savings are
their only savings
2/3rds not saved enough to cover 6
months of salary
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All liquidity plans were unsettled by the recent legislation to
allow members to withdraw up to $10,000 tax free before
1 July and then again before 1 October. This Coronavirus
event could lead to @25 to $50 billion of unforeseen
withdrawals over the next four months (as most of the
second instalment will take place early in July).
The media and government have taken the view that funds
should have allowed for this in their LMP’s. this is harsh as
the legislation is new and very little notice of payment was
given. These calls are essentially berating Trustee Boards for
not having provided for the sovereign risk of the
Government requiring cash withdrawals well outside their
own enunciated (but not let legislated) Objective of
Superannuation.

IF THERE IS POLITICAL WILL… BENEFIT PAYMENT
• Fixed Rand amount or percentage of fund
credit

• Lump sum (India), tranches (Australia) or
regular payments for a period (Malaysia)
• Include spouse in criteria? Decision making
process

• Reversing and increasing contributions post
pandemic – how likely is it?
• Costs are more of an issue than ever now
for funds (returns down). Administrative
systems – cost implication. Covid benefits or
loans on top of retrenchments

Once funds have
been told/or
decided – who
monitors the
meeting of the
criteria and how far
do you go?

And who monitors the criteria and
whether access is necessary?
Digital solutions available…’

New spending data shows 40% of those accessing their super
experienced no drop In income during the pandemic, or their loss
was fully offset by government Payments, raising questions about
whether they really needed the money.

After the first tranche of payments
in Australia…‘

• The analysis by credit bureau Illion and
consultancy AlphaBeta, a part of
Accenture, is based on the bank
transactions of 13,000 people who have
withdrawn superannuation since the
coronavirus outbreak.
• It showed those withdrawing super used
it to increase, not just maintain, their
spending. Their purchases nearly tripled,
on average, in the fortnight after the
money was received compared to an
average fortnight before the money was
received.

Note: Based on a sample of 13,000 people who withdrew superannuation
Source: Illion and AlphaBeta (part of Accenture)

Loans
• Direct or guaranteed loans – some work done on
this by industry
• Section 19 loans – would need exemptions from the
PFA (possibly quicker)
• Subject to restrictions as to use, amount, repayment
periods, etc
• Still subject to interest (interest vs return)
• Must be in best interest of the fund
• Administrative issues and costs
• Biggest problem is default (guaranteed loans –
money would leave the fund)

Consumer default – highest in 5 years

January 2020 to April 2020 – so excluding the effects of June
and July 2020
Highest level over 5 years
Overall index: April 2019 4.11% to April 2020 4.94%

Consumer default – highest in 5 years

Consumer default – highest in 5 years

Most significant deterioration is in high-income groups

New trend –
significant increase
in first time
defaulters

Pension-backed loans
So, if trend continues there may be large
scale defaulting (for how long?)
Thus pension-backed guaranteed loans
more a postponement of the problem of
money leaving funds – but maybe the
lesser of the 2 evils, depending on other
assumptions like interest rates, etc

CRYSTAL BALLING: POST PANDEMIC PENSION FUNDS
• After other economic upheavals– will we see new consequences resulting from this one?
• As we already bought the T-shirt– very few DB funds left, flexibility about when can take annuities and take money out
of market, investment glide-paths

• Definitely did not get the T-shirt when it comes to allowing access to retirement fund monies on leaving employment
• The cracks in overall social security are easier to see – healthcare, food distribution, unemployment funding

• More focus on unemployment/hardship funds and less on retirement savings (especially where Government can’t
afford proper unemployment and other social protections)
• Untying employment from retirement funds ((1) when employers go out of business and employees are more mobile
(2) when members should access their retirement benefits, not automatic access when leave an employer)

• Centralised data-base to track pensions across jobs/employers
• Focusing on the right metrics and goals (and the tools to do that
easily)
• Communication and financial education more important
• Accelerated auto-enrolment (starting low) as a reaction to
employers cutting funds or going out of business

CRYSTAL BALLING: POST PANDEMIC PENSION FUNDS

• Another nail in the coffin of DB funds
worldwide (less of a SA issue)
• More international diversification of
investments?
• More digital solutions (certain costs delinked from number of members)
• Finding more cost effective options (e.g.
robo-advice that works)

CRYSTAL BALLING: POST PANDEMIC PENSION FUNDS
• Changes in investment strategies? Some
international studies showing more risk averse
behavior of members after quarantine than
before
• Does fear change how investors think after a
market crash?
• Conflicting studies (example)
• Difference between developing and developed
countries?

Conclusion
At the time of this research (April 2020), many
countries around the world are under lockdown
because of the COVID-19. the economic decisions
that consumers and investors are taking during the
lockdown and those that they will take when
lockdown is over and economic activity fully
resumes crucially depend, amongst other things,
on their willingness to take risk. Can we expect
people to be less or more risk averse than before
COVID-19? Our experimental study indicates that
the shock to social and economic life due to the
pandemic has not significantly affected risk
preferences. ... preference for risk are a stable
characteristics of individual behaviour.

CRYSTAL BALLING: POST PANDEMIC PENSION FUNDS
Speed up of “use” of fund assets as part of economic recovery?

Govt

Business

ANC
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Pension fund investments to aid economic
recovery
• So as regards pension funds, the focus is not on allowing access
(however that is structured) but on how pension funds should be
invested to aid in economic development/recovery
• Not a new conversation, but gained momentum
• Investment in infrastructure
• “Not prescribed assets”
• Not about investing in failed SOE’s (litigation)
• Amending Regulation 28 (no specific infrastructure provision) to
allow direct investment in infrastructure (not through asset
managers) – already allows it but can be more explicit
• Concerns around govt policy not implemented well and
mismanagement
• Development of new infrastructure investments

The survey reviews the trends in assets and asset allocation of
125 large pension funds (LPFs) and public pension reserve funds
(PPRFs), 6 which in total managed USD 12.4 trillion in assets in
2017, approximately one third of the total worldwide assets
held by this class of institutional investor.
Ninety-three retirement schemes comprise the section on LPFs,
consisting of a mix of defined benefit (DB) and defined
contribution (DC) pension plans (mainly public sector funds, but
also corporate funds) that together total USD 4.9 trillion in
assets under management.

PART B – INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT Table 13. Detailed
infrastructure investment of selected LPFs and PPRFs, 2017 As a
percentage of total assets

CRYSTAL BALLING:
POST PANDEMIC PENSION FUNDS
• More focus on those people not traditionally
covered (including as more people work from
home/part-time/share jobs/etc)
• Delaying retirement to work longer and affect on
jobs
• Or retiring early to access funds (lowering
benefits)
• How population sub-groups (e.g. the poor,
women) have been differentially affected – global
conversation – effect on fund structures/advice?
• Many regulators world-wide will have to accept
the reality of lower levies – affect on reforms and
supervision

ACTUARIAL PROFESSIONS – PART OF THE RESPONSE

• Lots of decision-making to be
done at every level from
Government, Regulators,
Boards, Employers, Members,
etc
• Increased decision–making =
increased risk and possibly
liability
• Thus, increased need for expert
advice to base decisions on

INCREASED BOARD DECISION-MAKING AND
WITH THAT LIABILITY

Decisions based on evidence,
solid research, facts and analysis
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In the superannuation area of the
working group, we will be issuing check
list/consideration documents for
actuaries advising super funds,
information notes and insights
sessions.

Questions, comments and discussion

Thank you

Providing expert, independent legal services to the financial services industry

